
Art is an interesting thing
An artist paints, draws, or sculpts an image based on their experience and inspiration
One of these days I need to take an art appreciation class - people can talk about color, balance, lighting, etc - especially 

with modern art, I just see a blob of paint - when I look at modern art, I end up thinking, heck, I could have done 
that

If you go to an art museum, you realize that a lot of western art is religious art - they depict scenes from the Bible or have 
some other religious connection

Often the characters from the Bible are depicted as having white skin and a fair complexion - also it seems to me that a lot 
of depictions of Jesus in the last forty, fifty years, have also painted Jesus with softer, almost feminine features

I think we often forget that Jesus was a middle eastern man - He would have had a beard and would look like the men we 
fight with and against in Iraq and Afghanistan 

When we think of images of Jesus, we often think of Him sitting with the children around Him, or Him hugging someone
We need to remember that Jesus was not a full time pacifist
John says the disciples thought of the passage - “Zeal for your house will consume me.”
When people got up in Jesus’ grill about saying that you needed to eat His flesh and drink His blood to have eternal life, 

He just re-emphasized what He was saying - then people started leaving - and even though it must caused Him 
unbearable pain, He just let them leave because the Truth of the teaching of the Eucharist was too important to 
water down just to attract more souls

Here, when the people of Jerusalem have changed the Temple area, a place of worship into a marketplace, Jesus doesn’t 
kindly ask them to leave

He doesn’t form a committee to do a feasibility study on what needs to be done to get the merchants out of the Temple 
area

He doesn’t try to figure out how to compensate them for the loses they would incur by not being located right next to the 
Temple

No, His zeal sends Jesus into immediate action - He physically acts against those who have changed the Temple area 
into a marketplace rather than a place of prayer for anyone who wants to come

Now I’m not advocating violence - for instance we cannot kill abortion doctors - this only strengthens the cause of the 
culture of death and delays the day when all human life will be considered sacred

Now, again, I’m not advocating violence, but there are times when bullies just won’t listen to reason
There are times to sit back and let situations play themselves out, but there are times when we are called by God to take 

action against injustices against God and against people who can’t fight for themselves
Now way back when, Solomon, David’s son, built the first Temple in Jerusalem in 957 BC - this massive, beautiful Temple 

was destroyed when the Babylonians sacked in the city in 586 BC



Cyrus the Great authorized a new temple in 538 BC and it was completed 23 years later - it was not even close to being 
as glorious as the first one

Around 20 BC, Herod the Great renovated the Temple - so by the time of Jesus’ public ministry, this renovation has been 
going on for 46 years

And yet Jesus claims that if this Temple is destroyed, He will raise it up again in 3 days
John reminds us that Jesus is talking about the Temple of His Body, not the building
And Jesus does do this - the Jews destroy the Temple of Jesus body - they whip it, they put thorns into it, they pierce it 

with a lance - they destroy Jesus’ body until it is a bloody mess, broken and torn apart to the point of almost being 
unrecognizable 

But because He wanted to not just free us from our sins, but give us eternal life, He does the second part too - He rises 
from the dead three days later - He rises with not just the same body He had before, but He rises with a glorified 
body, a body that can walk through walls, appear and disappear, a body that is fit to be physically in heaven

The new temple of Jesus’ body is even more glorious than the first one
Because of Jesus’ resurrection, because we are the Body of Christ, the risen Christ, the Body of the new and eternal 

Temple, we have access to live life to the full
Now, before the Fall, before the first sin clouded our conscience, our ability to discern right from wrong, the God’s moral 

law was written upon our hearts
However, we lost that ability to clearly discern right from wrong at the time of the Fall
So God reminded us of the basics when He gave the israelites the 10 Commandments at Mount Sinai 
There are two listings of the 10 Commandments in the Bible - one (Exodus 20:1-17) from when God gave them to them 

on Mount Sinai, written on two tablets (these were not iPads), broken in the Golden Calf incident, and rewritten on 
replacement stones, and place in the Ark of the Covenant - two (Deuteronomy 5:4-20) consists of God re-telling the 
Ten Commandments to a younger generation before then enter into the Promised Land 40 years later

Catholics and Protestants number the 10 Commandments differently - we list 3 for our relationship with God and 7 with 
our neighbor - Protestants list 4 for God and 6 for our neighbor - just look for the “Honor your father and mother” - if 
it is number 4, then it is the Catholic listing - if it is number 5, then it is the Protestant listing - base our listing off of 
Deuteronomy, not Exodus

So God gave us the 10 Commandments to wake up our consciences - But Jesus came so that we can have life to the full 
- Jesus came not to abolish the law, but to fulfill it

What does this mean? The 6th commandment says that you shall not commit adultery, but Jesus said if you even look at a 
woman lustfully, you have already committed a sin

Jesus wants to give us the grace not just to change our actions, but to change our thoughts as well



We need to be holy not just in our actions, but in our thoughts and words as well - we cannot do this on our own - we need 
the grace that Jesus won on the Cross to change, to change not just our actions, but our whole thought patterns

If we live our lives by what we shall do, the shall nots are no less true, but we don’t really need them
Most husbands don’t need a law to tell them that killing their wife is a sin because they are so far beyond that - they are 

focused on how to better love her
This is how we should be with all of God’s law - not like some teenage couple - we shouldn’t be asking how far is too far, 

what can’t we do- instead we should be asking what can we do - what can we do to best love God and our 
neighbor

If we do this, we will have the foolishness and the weakness of God which Paul tells us is wiser than any human wisdom 
and stronger than any human strength

So aim to be your best; aim to be holy


